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(Part I of this series showed how somatic dysfunction is examined by application of a series of passive gross motion tests. Part II gave an indirect method in osteopathic manipulative treatment.) Somatic motor components of visceral disease have been mentioned frequently in the literature, but seldom with sufficient descriptors to help physicians detect them on physical examination. Further, descriptors that would distinguish the motor effects of visceral inputs from other somatic findings have seldom been discussed. Criteria for recognizing linkage of vertebral and costal asymmetries at the same thoracic spinal level as a distinctive motor component of visceral reflex origin are summarized. Four clinical examples show predictable locations of specific segmental asymmetries that have been observed with increased frequency in patients with certain kinds of disease. During osteopathic manipulative management of well-established segmental dysfunction with linkage, the precise character of the observed segmental asymmetry has been shown to persist. Recognition of this feature poses the question in neuromuscular physiology of how specific segments become programmed with a precise asymmetric response to motion when inputs along visceral afferents are involved.

The motion tests for segmental definition of symmetry/asymmetry described in parts 1 and 2 of this series provide raw clinical data about motor function at the segments of a human mobile system. In this instance, the term raw data implies that a location of dysfunction has been identified, motion tests for securing the information have been described, and criteria for judging the presence of motion asymmetry have been established. The situation thus presents enough objective features to predict reproducibility by trained examiners.

In the past, because one or more of these features has been absent, clinicians often have been unable to reproduce, on physical examination, those somatic findings that have been reported as manifestations of visceral disease. Location sometimes has been the only item described; this provides no clues for distinguishing findings of somatic origin from those of visceral origin at the given location. Frequently, the testing procedure has not been described at all. As a result, the finding has been characterized conceptually, rather than factually within the context of the testing procedure. Especially when the criterion for a finding is subjective tenderness on pressure, the objectivity is seriously limited and reproducibility less reliable.

In previous work, our hypothesis has been that, when factually reported, the raw data concerning the individuality of segmental asymmetries and their arrangements within the mobile system would provide clues to distinguish between the somatic and visceral reflex components that are manifested as motor changes in somatic tissues. In describing the motion tests and establishing criteria for findings, we have tried to avoid those interpretations of vertebral mobility that have emerged primarily during vertebral positional diagnosis. An example is the finding of a vertebral transverse process that is more posterior on the right; posi-
tional diagnosis of the spinous processes, separated or approximated (flexed or extended) on the vertebra below, implies sidebent right and restricted in sidebending left.

On the other hand, even the restriction found during motion tests has often been interpreted as muscle spasm, fascial tightness, facet lock, or ligamentous block. For example, once viewed within the concept of facet lock, restriction has often been considered to involve some directions of joint motion not actually tested. For these reasons, we temporarily set aside the positional aspects of segmental diagnosis and turned to a description of positive findings on motion tests that would provide the raw data about the individuality of segmental motion asymmetries and clues to the presence of motor components of visceral reflex origin.

Somatic motor findings of somatic reflex origin

Part 2 of this report considered the palpable evidence of a secondary somatic reflex response to a primary somatic motion defect. In Fig 1, asymmetry at the primary lesioned segment at X is accompanied by secondary somatic asymmetries at adjacent segments (superior and inferior). Consideration of the motor effects of somatosomatic reflexes in the spine has not always included the idea of adaptation occurring above and below a primary defect.

A more familiar example is shown in Fig 2A, where the defect is present as a laterally inclined base of support with compensatory changes only appearing above, in the superimposed spinal re-

alignment. It is not unusual, however, to recognize clinically the differing spinal configuration presented in Fig 2B. Examination should be made with the patient standing, with the spine in the forward-bent, semiflexed position to emphasize the presence of lateral spinal curvature. Although symmetry often exists at the base of support in the pelvis, these compensatory spinal deviations are found, convexed in the same direction (here to the left), above and below a primary midspinal defect indicated at X.

Primary defects of this kind often are associated with a history relating to childhood illness or injury. The somatic reflex response initiates compensatory spinal patterns above and below, and these may become relatively fixed in postural development during growth. Examination of the adult posture frequently provides such examples of the motor effects of somatosomatic reflex activity.
Up to this point, these examples of somatosomatic reflexes have considered relationships in only the vertical column of spinal vertebral segments. However, in the thoracic region, the mobile system actually presents three vertical mobile columns—one central vertebral and two lateral costal columns. Each is accessible to examination using the same kinds of motion testing procedures that were described before (passive rotations and translations introduced through the shoulders and trunk, and active respiration). Fundamental three-segment units of dysfunction can present a solitary focus of dysfunction in the vertebral column or in one of the costal columns, quite separately. Somatosomatic reflections occur as mirror-image motion asymmetries at adjacent vertebral segments for a vertebral dysfunction, and at adjacent costal segments for a costal dysfunction, each in their vertical alignment.

When compensatory (secondary) changes occur horizontally, across adjacent columns, the principle of mirror-image asymmetries in somatosomatic reflex processes still applies. That is, in adjacent dysfunctional segments at the same spinal level, a comparison of vertebral and costal findings on motion tests will show opposing directions of motion asymmetries. An example is shown in Fig. 3A, which schematically represents a primary dysfunction (X) at left rib 7 resisting active inhalation, and passive gross axial rotation of shoulders and trunk to the left, as indicated. (Test findings also would include resistance to passive sidebending to the left, extension, and translations anteriorly, to the right, and caudally.)

Secondary mirror-image asymmetries are present at adjacent left ribs 6 and 8. Repeating the passive gross motion tests, but palpating for response in the adjacent central column at vertebral segments T6, T7, and T8, reveals an opposite set of asymmetries to the fundamental unit of dysfunction in the left lateral column at rib 7, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 3A (T7 resists rotation right and T6 and T8 resist rotation left). The adaptive nature of the vertebral column asymmetry again is revealed after successful resolution of the primary dysfunction at left rib 7. This is achieved by applying an indirect method guided by the palpatory cues of rotary, translatory, and respiratory asymmetries at left rib 7 only. Re-examination demonstrates a return to symmetric response to motion testing at both central vertebral and left costal columns throughout the mobile complex of six segments.

Confidence in the predictability of this complex of palpatory findings and its resolution within the thoracic region has supported the phenomenon of mirror-image asymmetries at adjacent segments, vertical or horizontal, as singularly characteristic of a somatic finding of somatic reflex origin. The vertical adaptation to a primary motion defect is observed clinically to be the rule, whereas horizontal adaptation has been observed less frequently.

**Somatic motor findings of visceral reflex origin**

Once the somatic reflex basis for this characteristic behavior between adjacent segments was recognized, my coworkers and I, in a previous study, looked for variations that might express a possible distinctive feature of somatic findings of visceral reflex origin. The feature recognized has been termed linkage, which describes the palpable phenomenon of motor dysfunction recorded during our investigation of patients with renal disease. Linkage exists when there are identical motion asym-
metries at a vertebral and a costal dysfunction at the same thoracic segmental level, an example at T-11 level is shown in Fig 3B.

For this characteristic of linkage to be even considered as visceral in origin, its presence needed to satisfy certain clinical criteria. The motor component of reflex activity along specific visceral afferent pathways should be expected to register the following features: (1) similar segmental location in different patients with the same visceral problem (anatomic differences could account for variance in vertebral findings of one segment, above or below); and (2) similar identity in motion characteristics for a given segmental location with a specific visceral relationship. Certainly, when clinical observation reveals asymmetric spinal findings with similar motion characteristics at identical locations, occurring with increased frequency in the presence of a particular disease entity, a firm clinical relationship between the spinal and visceral findings must be considered.

The following descriptions include some predictable locations and motion characteristics of segmental asymmetries that have been observed with increased frequency in patients with the following disorders: (1) hypertension; (2) a history of bronchial asthma; (3) recurring acute upper gastrointestinal complaint (for example, repeated attacks of gastritis); and (4) cholelithiasis.

The first recognition of linkage came about in observation of hypertensive patients in private practice. My report of somatic patterning in the cervicothoracic region included description of characteristic findings of linkage at T-2 and T-6. (The pattern was described with a palpable asymmetry also at C-6, and this finding seemed to be consistently present in association with the findings at T-2 and T-6.)

At the T-2 level, linkage involves similar asymmetries in the central column and the left costal column. Findings at T2 and left rib 2 include immediately increasing local tissue resistance to the following: passive gross axial rotation introduced through the shoulders and trunk to the right, sidebending right, and extension; translations anteriorly, left, and caudally; and active inhalation. The opposing asymmetries (somatosomatic) are present at adjacent (superior and inferior) vertebral and left costal segments 1 and 3, in compensation for the primary dysfunction at the T-2 level.

At T-6, linkage involves similar asymmetries in the central column and in the right costal column. Findings at T-6 and right rib 6 include increasing resistance to the following: passive axial rotation of shoulders to the left, sidebending right, and forward flexion; translations anteriorly, left, and caudally; and active exhalation. The opposing asymmetries are present at adjacent vertebral and right costal segments 5 and 7.

Results of interexaminer studies have indicated confidence in the reproducibility of pattern findings by trained examiners. Examiners made decisions on selected tests for findings of asymmetry in the vertebral column only, as a basis for the evaluation of presence or absence of the pattern in the patients examined. The motion tests selected for these studies were for response to anterior/posterior, and lateral passive translations, and to active respiratory excursion. Vertebral levels tested (C-6, T-2, T-6) also included the adjacent segments (C-5 and C-7, T-1 and T-3, and T-5 and T-7). The studies confirmed an increased frequency in patients with moderate to severe hypertension as compared with those with normal blood pressure, in a ratio exceeding 2:1.

Clues to involvement at the T-4 level in patients with a history of bronchial asthma came originally
from experiences with P.T. Wilson, DO, during internship at Massachusetts Osteopathic Hospital in 1944. Repeated clinical observations since that time indicate that the linkage more frequently involves the right rib 4 at this spinal level. Findings at T-4 and right rib 4 include immediately increasing local tissue resistance to the following: axial rotation of shoulders and trunk to the left, sidebending to the right, and extension; translations anteriorly, left, and caudally; and inhalation. Opposing asymmetries are present at adjacent (superior and inferior) vertebral and right costal segments 3 and 5.

In 1977, Larson carefully described the somatic findings related to cholelithiasis as follows:

In addition to the local changes found by palpating the upper abdomen, somatic changes are usually found in the right chest wall and in the lower thoracic spine when gallbladder disease is present. At the tenth thoracic level, the paraspinal tissues will usually display the responses of facilitation of that area to the stimulation of visceral afferent nerves from the gallbladder. Occasionally, paraspinal responses may be displayed at the ninth or the 11th thoracic segment. The degree of these local signs parallels the acuteness or the chronicity of the visceral disorder. They include changes in the skin, subcutaneous fascia, paravertebral musculature and some variation in the mobility at the T-10 segment. It is also common to see and palpate coexisting somatic changes occurring in relation to the tenth rib and its neurologic extension anteriorly into the abdominal wall. In the acute state, there is hyperacuity (response to pin prick or digital pressure) in the area of the skin supplied by the T-10 dermatome. This may include the lateral chest wall and upper abdominal wall. In the immediate area of the T-10 segment, the subcutaneous fascia will display a change in consistency, indicating some change in the circulatory mechanisms. Deeper palpation will indicate a marked increase in muscle tone, most obvious in the deeper, shorter musculature related to the T-10 vertebral segment. This hyperacuity response of the local muscles will effect a change in mobility of the immediate area of the spine.

In patients with cholelithiasis, my clinical testing of the area described has revealed the following characteristics at the T-10 level. Findings of linkage at T-10 with right rib 10 include immediately increasing tissue resistance to the following: axial rotation introduced through the shoulders to the left, sidebending left, and extension; translations posteriorly, left, and caudally; and inhalation. Opposing asymmetries are present at adjacent vertebral and right costal segments 9 and 11.

For the patient with recurring acute upper gastrointestinal complaint, a frequent somatic component may involve linkage at T-5 with left rib 5. Palpable findings include the sense of immediately increasing resistance in response to the following: axial rotation of shoulders to the left, sidebending right, and forward flexion; translations posteriorly, left, and caudally; and exhalation. Magoun described in detail his approach to osteopathic manipulation of this spinal region in a child with "stomach symptoms of a dyspeptic nature." With the patient in the left sidelying position, he used a final slight direct thrusting force to address primarily the local restriction to sidebending right and translation left. It is interesting to note his careful description of "the proper positioning and relaxation" of the patient in extension, with rotation to the right from above and counter rotation to the left from below—directions of increasing ease.

**Discussion**

In the past, observing the response to treatment has provided a valuable indicator of the nature of primary and secondary relationships within the fundamental three-segment unit of dysfunction. Because response to treatment of dysfunctional areas with segmental linkage also has provided insights into viscerosomatic motor changes, this discussion will present comment on (1) features of the treatment procedure and (2) response patterns that convey impressions of acuteness and chronicity. Comments are based mainly on experience with the application of an indirect method in osteopathic manipulative treatment to return asymmetric to symmetric behavior in an area of linkage.

The area of the primary dysfunction with linkage is larger than that of dysfunction without this pattern, because it consists of a vertebral and a costal component acting in response to motion as if the two were linked within a common primary motion defect. For this reason, the physician contacts both primary components at that spinal level: One or two fingers overlie the vertebral transverse process(es) in the central column; another finger (or thumb) contacts the involved rib angle at the same level laterally. Each of the six degrees of freedom, as well as active respiration, are still used in the procedural approach. The goal of treatment continues to be restoration of symmetry, as determined by response to post-treatment motion tests.

After a single osteopathic manipulative procedure, with an effective release and return to a central resting position, re-examination often reveals much greater change in the primary and secondary elements of the vertebral component than in the costal component. Although retesting of response to motion indicates a general improved mobility, and although palpatory cues of immediate resistance at the primary vertebral segment may now appear very slight, the cues of asymmetry at the three-segment unit of costal dysfunction still may be quite strong and may be more readily elicited in comparison. The reverse of this disproportionate response (that is, the costal component is more reduced and the vertebral cues are more persis-
tent) is seldom encountered. Repeating and refining the procedure to improve the response will result in a complete return to symmetry throughout both components. Tentatively, this response feature appears to support the conjecture that visceromotor influence on the thoracic tissues may be more focused and intense in its involvement of tissues in the lateral costal column than in the central vertebral column.

Locations of thoracic segmental asymmetry involved in linkage appear to be capable of sufficient response to osteopathic manipulative treatment, so that symmetry is restored when motions are then retested. However, the motion at the linkage site will be asymmetric again on a follow-up visit, but the asymmetry is less intense, more easily responsive to manipulation, and not observable on further follow up. This kind of response, in the case of upper gastrointestinal linkage at T-5, may be associated with a history of recent visceral distress that was locally acute for a short interval but no longer symptomatic, or to a history of mild distress recurring occasionally for a year or longer.

In contrast, the example provided by a 40-year-old patient with a childhood history of bronchial asthma and a continuing pattern of seasonal allergic airway impairment may be illustrative (the time element is definitive). The T-4 linkage present on initial examination effectively responds to osteopathic manipulative treatment at a given time, but re-examination on follow-up visits invariably reveals the presence of the characteristic asymmetry at T-4. The intensity will be somewhat proportionate to stressful circumstances, whether allergic, physical, or emotional, during the interval between examinations; the detailed motion characteristics of the asymmetry, however, will remain unchanged.

Repeated response to specific osteopathic manipulative treatment, as part of a management program, contributes to clinical progress in (1) reduction of musculoskeletal complaint in the neck and upper part of the spine, (2) greater range of respiratory ease, (3) decrease in degree and frequency of remissions, and (4) reduction in the need for medicinal support. Still, the characteristic behavior at T-4 can be predicted on periodic re-examination; only the intensity varies.

These examples of variability in the response to osteopathic manipulative treatment suggest the need for a rationale regarding acuteness and chronicity of this reflex motor manifestation of visceral afferent input. Once established at a spinal vertebral level as a local restricted function in response to motion tests, that segment’s conflict with everyday movement patterns becomes obvious: It complies with some directions but resists most. My view is that this conflict may lead to a continuing acute disturbance in the condition of the somatic tissues at the asymmetric segment. The evidence for this concept becomes apparent on examination of the segmental soft tissues. The palpatory impressions of acuteness in somatic tissues have been frequently described as increased muscular fullness or ropiness, increased subcutaneous fluid or bogginess, increased skin surface friction or drag, and increased skin warmth. Each tissue characteristic reflects elements of an acute congestive phase.

When the segment’s conflict with body movements continues in time, as in the linkage at the T-4 level in the 40-year-old asthmatic patient, the asymmetric structural mobility becomes more restricted. It is associated with deep, local muscular tension and decreased fullness (mass), sensed as an increased resistance and decreased elasticity to palpation with deep pressure. The local subcutaneous tissue is sparse, is represented often by local skin surface depression (valley), and accompanied by increased connective tissue resistance to shearing of the superficial skin surface over the underlying muscle. Although the motor conflict continues acutely during movement, the deeper tissue changes in time become chronic, and range of motion becomes more limited. The well-established nature of the process is reflected in the stability of the asymmetric characteristics when response to an extended period of osteopathic manipulative management is monitored.

Providing an effective rationale for the predictable stability and complexity of the motion asymmetries presented in chronic linkage is not simple. In the chronic asthmatic patient, for example, the seven characteristics of individual motion asymmetry at T-4 remain unchanged, in spite of a local short-term responses toward symmetry and reduced intensity after osteopathic manipulative treatment. No anatomic concept of fascial, ligamentous, muscular, or joint tissue defect alone would seem to account for the precise nature of the asymmetric behavior.

What element of neuromusculoskeletal control can dictate such a specific asymmetric behavior? It is as if there were capability within the mobile system to program each detail of a segment’s asymmetric behavior, and then to maintain the individuality of that response pattern, apparently without relief. The point of neural control appears to be segmental, at the spinal cord level. The altered control involves thresholds at those synapses where regulatory (inhibition/excitation) changes influence
the transmission of impulses that normally account for the compliance of mobile segments during body movements.

Summary
Findings of somatic dysfunction associated with somatic and visceral inputs have been differentiated based on tests for motor asymmetries at dysfunctional segments. In these palpatory studies of the somatic system, tests for segmental definition follow on the initial screening tests of physical examination—at the level of the differential diagnosis in medical problem solving. The location of segmental dysfunctions, and the characteristics of their motor asymmetries have provided criteria for assessment of findings. For the physician, these aspects are central to the clinical investigation and clinical management of somatic dysfunction.
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